"s the one-particle basis of theorem 1, the corresponding N-particle basis,
The correct formulation of theorem 3 reads If for all ij with i A j the unordered sets (k, s); differ from the unordered sets {k,s}, (a) by at least two elements (k, s), or (b) by only one element (k,s), which differs either (i) by the spin s, the k vector can be different or not, or (ii) by the vector k, the spins remaining unchanged, i.e. , (k, s)~= (q, s) C {k,s); is replaced by (k, s)~= (q', s) C (k, s),, and X' ( -I) 'i}k{-", } h. {-k, } e' " }' " = 0, for all R i,j where P;, i =P;i(q q') is the number of permutations which is necessary to obtain an ordered set (k, s)& after the replacement of q by q' in the set (k, s),, then
The important point is that the above condition for the A. (-k, } does not depend on the charge density p( r ). Note that if the condition (b) (ii) occurs, the pair of set indices i, j fixes the pair of vectors q and q'.
To avoid any misleading interpretation we have replaced ); by }k{ k,} . Condition (b) (ii) All the N-particle basis functions are orthogonal, but in the relation for the charge density we have to sum over N spin 1585 coordinates, whereas we integrate over only X-I spatial coordinates. Therefore cases (a) and (b) (i) are trivial, and we have only to worry about the sets which differ by one k vector (q q'). We obtain
The sum g' runs over all i j (i & necessary to obtain the ordered set {k,s}/ after the replacement of the elements in {k,s};.
Furthermore, the following misprints must be corrected:
(1) Page S46, top of left column: Replace
Replace (q k'Iq ') by (q ' Iq "). We have gone through our paper and detected the following errors.
(1) After Eq. (3.1), [P,Q] p=Q. The error (a typing error, as the first line of (3.1) reads e~Qe t'=Q+[P Q]+;the first term Q represents [P,Q] p obviously) appears in the definition of [P, Q] p only and all the subsequent results of our deduction are based on (3.1), and no error is involved in all the crucial steps of our paper. On p. 1762, [P,Q] 
(2) In Fig. 1(b 
